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BRITISH & MANX CHAMPION (GRAND CHAMPION) 
GR CH GROVES-GEARY’S CH INDIANA MAGIC GARDEN *PL (BSH a) M 28.2.16 
Very shy blue boy so a bit difficult to assess. Heavy mature head with neat rounded ears 
set into the line of the head. Full chubby cheeks and a short deep muzzle. Broad straight 
nose, firm chin and level bite; round eyes of deep gold colour. Thick neck leading to 
chunky body of weight and substance; deep chest, broad straight back, strong low legs 
with round fat paws, a short blunt tail. Short dense padded coat, beautifully prepared. 
 
BRITISH BLUE ADULT 
BOB GROVES-GEARY’S CH INDIANA MAGIC GARDEN *PL (BSH a) M 28.2.16 
See previous class 
 
BRITISH RED ADULT 
1 CC BOB HILL’S CRYSTAL FLAME’S T-REX (BSH d) M 28.2.16 
It is so rare to see a red with a coat as clear as this. Very striking male with a strong well 
boned head, well set rounded ears with good width between; plenty of width across the 
cheeks, strong muzzle line with short broad nose, good depth to the muzzle with a firm 
chin and level bite. Weighty mature male in excellent condition with depth to the chest, a 
strong back, well developed flanks thick mature legs and round heavy feet. Short thick 
tail. Super coat short and dense with good crisp texture, beautiful rich red, the clearest 
I’ve seen for many a year, my BOV choice. Very impressive, he should go far 
  
BRITISH BLACK KITTEN 
1 BOB DUFFY’S ASTRALCHARM BLACK PANTHER (BSH n) M 20.5.17  
Rather shy young man but settle after a bit of petting! Large mature boy for his age, 
head developing well with plenty of fullness to the cheeks, still wearing his slightly large 
kitten ears but as his head matures I’m sure he will grow into them. Broad deep muzzle, 
straight broad nose, correct chin and bite. Expressive deep gold eyes well set. Stocky 
weighty body with deep chest and straight back, thick strong limbs and  round fat  feet. 
Short blunt tail. Coat still a bit long but sound black to the roots. 
 
BRITISH BLUE KITTEN 
2 (1 & BOB W/H) HEALY’S IREJULBR GLORIOUS GREY GUY (BSH a) M 25.6.17 
Sweet young man a bit small for his age at the moment. Rather large ears but as he 
develops this should improve. Cheeks filling out nicely, good depth to the muzzle with a 
broad nose level chin and correct bite. Large well set eyes but unfortunately a definite 
green ring to the centre of the eyes, my reason for with-holding. I know allowance can 
be made for developing colour in kittens but I really don’t think this is going to go. So 
sorry to withhold but for me this is a major fault. I am sorry if I seem a bit harsh but this is 
‘my’ breed and I feel very strongly about eye colour. That apart he is a solid strong boy 
of good weight and substance, depth and breadth to the body with well boned legs and a 
short thick tail. still got his slightly soft long kitten coat on but sound colour to the roots. 
 
BRITISH CHOCOLATE KITTEN 
1 BOB KISIELIENE’S GARFIELD OF GERULIS*LT (BSH b) M 25.5.17 
Very handsome chocolate very mature for his age. Round heavy well developed head 
with tiny ears set into the line of the head; lovely full broad cheeks; short deep muzzle 
with a very short broad nose firm strong chin and level bite. Large bold eyes of striking 



copper colour; big weighty square body of depth and breadth, excellent weight and size. 
Heavy low legs, round solid feet and a short thick tail. Slightly long coat but lovely rich 
sound chocolate 
 
BRITISH LILAC TORTIE KITTEN 
1 BOB HILL’S ASTRALCHARM DIAMOND IN THE SKY (BSH j) F 16.9.17 
Bright alert lilac tortie miss with round head, medium ears she is still growing into. 
Cheeks developing well, round expressive deep gold eyes, well set. Good muzzle line 
with straight nose and firm chin; teething so bite still sorting itself out. Thick neck leading 
to body of substance good size and weight for her age, with well boned legs and strong 
feet; thick short tail. Coat a bit long and soft but dense, a delicate lilac with cream 
coming through. 
 
CHARTREUX KITTEN  
MERIT BOB MARCISAUSKAS’ BELKA SOFT SILENCE (CHA) F 9.7.17 
Sweet kitten still has plenty of developing to do. Head needs more width to the muzzle  
which is looking a bit pointed at the moment; whisker pads still filling out so hasn’t quite 
got the expression at the moment. Cheeks quite full, broad based, rounded ears set 
high, with flat top of head between. Large expressive eyes set on a slight slant, colour 
still developing. Cobby body with deep chest  and broad shoulders, muscular legs and 
oval paws; slightly tapered tail of good length. Short coat and dense with undercoat still 
developing, sound blue grey in colour 
 
BRITISH BLACK SILVER TABBY NEUTER 
1 PC BOB WREN’S CH HOONIKATZ RUBY’S PRINCE (BSH ns 22) MN 10.6.16 
Handsome weighty boy but a bit upset today. Heavy well boned head, tiny rounded ears 
with good width between. Lovely head with width across the cheeks, a short broad 
muzzle firm chin and level bite. Large expressive hazel eyes well set. Stocky strong 
body of depth with broad back strong flanks, thick legs and heavy feet. Thick blunt tail of 
good length. Short dense crisp coat with beautiful classic markings, good depth of colour 
to the pattern with a bright silver ground colour. 
 
BRITISH BLACK SILVER SPOTTED NEUTER 
1 PC BOB SLATER & WREN’S HOONIKATZ SILVER BELLE (BSH ns 24) FN 1.7.12 
A lady of more mature years. Round head with full chubby cheeks, strong broad muzzle 
with short straight nose firm chin and level bite. Large round well opened hazel eyes; 
thick neck leading to weighty mature body, showing a bit of middle aged spread now but 
who isnt!  Thick well boned legs and round heavy feet, short thick tail. Coat short dense 
and crisp with clear spotting on a pewter ground colour. 
 
BURMESE CHAMPION (GRAND CHAMPION)  
GR CH O’SULLIVAN’S CH ALBA REGIA POLOSKA (BUR n) M 19.6.16 
Handsome brown boy in excellent condition. Nicely balanced head with slightly domed 
top of head, medium rounded ears set into the line of the wedge. Plenty of width across 
the hinge, broad blunt muzzle; in profile shows a well defined nose break and level chin. 
Typical burmese eyes for shape and set, being straight across the top and rounded 
below giving that typical burmese ‘frown’. Very strong eye colour, almost brown, rather 
than the chartreuse/yellow/gold colour  specified in the SOP Strictly speaking the SOP 
says copper eye colour is a with holding fault but his type is so strong I’ve let it go 
 
BROWN BURMESE ADULT 
GR CH O’SULLIVAN’S CH ALBA REGIA POLOSKA (BUR n) M 19.6.16 
See previous class 



 
BURMESE PREMIER (GRAND PREMIER) 
GR PR TAYLOR’S PR BACKCHAT SWANKYPANTS (BUR a) MN 4.7.15 
Solid mature blue boy with slightly domed the top of  head, medium rounded ears set 
with good width between, short wide wedge with broad cheeks and a short blunt muzzle. 
In profile shows definite break and level chin. Well set eyes of good shape; firm solid 
body of good weight and substance with elegant legs and neat oval feet, good tail for 
shape and length. Short close fine coat of soft dove grey colour with nice silky texture 
 
BLUE BURMESE NEUTER 
TAYLOR’S PR BACKCHAT SWANKYPANTS (BUR a) MN 4.7.15 
See previous class 
 
CREAM BURMESE NEUTER 
1 PC BOB TAYLOR’S BACKCHAT THE MINSTRAL (BUR e) MN 21.4.16 
Son of the previous lad, can see the family resemblance. Short broad wedge with good 
top of head, well set ears into the line of the wedge; good width across the hinge, short 
blunt muzzle, excellent shape an set to the eyes. In profile shows good nose break and 
correct chin. Firm elegant body of weight and substance with slender limbs and neat 
spoon shaped feet; tapered tail of correct length. 
 

MISC CLASSES 
AV SENIOR NEUTER 
1 TAYLOR’S PR BACKCHAT SWANKYPANTS (BUR a) MN 4.7.15 
AV  CHARITY CLASS 
1 DOVAINIENE’S CERBIS JUTERA SFINKO EN GIZO (SPH e 09) M 1.4.16 


